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ABSTRACT 
 

Fractures are ubiquitous features in regions of folded and uplifted rocks. Their 

occurrence is relevant to hydrocarbon reservoir and water aquifer studies, as well as 

seismic hazard analysis. This study utilizes detailed fracture density mapping to develop 

a quantitative model to predict fracture densities in regional folds. Along with fracture 

density mapping, fracture orientations were analyzed and correlated to folding. The 

model accounts for multiple variables including spatial location within the fold, 

lithotypes, bedding thickness and fault locations.  

Naturally occurring fractures play a fundamental role in increasing permeability 

whether it be in a hydrocarbon reservoir or in an aquifer. The morphology and density of 

these structures controls how effectively fluids can move through the subsurface and the 

rate at which they can be extracted or injected. Hydraulic fracturing, or “fracking” in the 

modern vernacular, is a technique used to extract hydrocarbons by injecting over-

pressured fluids into the subsurface thus enabling existing or new fractures to form, 

allowing the release and migration of hydrocarbons into a well bore. Such a process is 

also used to re-inject waste water into the subsurface. Critical data that can help in 

evaluating the nature of permeability pathways in the subsurface include detailed analysis 

of the spatial distribution and characteristics of fractures as observed in natural outcrops.  

The Arbuckle Mountains, in south-central Oklahoma, provide an excellent natural 

laboratory to study the spatial and temporal evolution of fractures and faults over a 

varying range of scales from kilometers to micrometers. The majority of fractures within 

the Arbuckle anticline can be correlated to folding. Thus the validity of the relationship 

between the two is enhanced. The Arbuckle Mountains allowed for a wide range of 

v 
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fracture distribution analysis to be integrated within regional folds. These analyses 

include fracture orientation analysis, detail fracture density mappings, and further 

analysis on the controls of fracture distributions themselves. Data was collected from 27 

outcrops in the Arbuckle anticline including: (a) fracture density, (b) fracture 

orientations, (c) spatial location of exposure within fold, (d) rock brittleness, (e) bedding 

thickness, and (f) fault zone locations. From analysis of exposures within the Arbuckle 

anticline, the developed relationships between fracture distributions and regional folds 

indicate: (i) Controls on the distribution of fractures within regional folds are seen with 

the Arbuckle anticline as: (a) spatial distribution of the fracture data set (b) timing of 

fracture during folding creation (c) the lithologies which the fracture is created in (d) the 

bedding thickness of those lithologies (e) locality of fault zones near the fracture 

exposure. Other finding from analysis include: (ii) controls on fracture orientation differ 

from controls on the fracture density at a given exposure. (iii) Fracture densities and 

orientations can be modelled and predicted with regional folds. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Relationships between Folds and Fractures  

The relationships between kilometric-scale folds and naturally occurring fracture 

networks have been the focus of numerous observational and theoretical studies (Stearns 

et al., 1972; Pireh, 2015; Watkins, 2015; Adwal, 2014). Yet, there is still an incomplete 

understanding of the dynamics and kinematics of syn-folding fracturing (Watkins, 2015). 

Questions remain regarding the distribution of fractures in folds as a function of bed 

thickness, rock properties such as stiffness, and mechanisms of folding (e.g., flexural slip 

versus buckling).   

Fracture distributions are defined by the fracture’s spatial orientation and the 

density of the fracture sets at a given outcrop. Recent studies demonstrated correlations 

between fracture distributions, fold geometries, timing of folding, faulting, and rock 

properties in a fold (Pireh, 2015; Watkins, 2015; Adwal, 2014). Fractures are ambiguous 

features in regional folds, and the correlation between a fold and fracture intensity or 

orientation has yet to be completely modeled in complex geological settings (Watkins, 

2015). Watkins states that simple relationships between fractures, stress, and strain fail to 

encompass the multitude of controls on fractures in geologically complex areas. While 

various controls on fracture densities have been analyzed, few studies integrate the above 

variables in the analysis in a regional fold.  

This study attempts to break down the individual controls on fracture 

distributions. The Arbuckle anticline, south central Oklahoma, provides an excellent 

natural laboratory to evaluate the spatial changes in fracture distribution across a fold. 
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Few systematic studies of fractures in the Arbuckle anticline have been published. This 

work will evaluate the nature of fracture distribution along a fold and develop a model to 

predict fracture distributions. A variety of fracture orientation and density data were 

collected at different spatial scales in the field and using remote sensing techniques. 

These data were then used as input parameters to create an analytical model that could be 

used to predict fracture distributions and shed light on the following questions:  

(1) What are the major controls on fracture distributions in regional folds?  

(2) Is there a hierarchy of controls on fracture distributions in regional folds?  

(3) What analytical methods and modelling techniques can be used to understand 

the geological relationships between fracture distributions in regional folds?  

(4)How is the timing of folding and the distribution of fractures related? 

Objectives to solve question are as follows: (1) Analyze the distribution of 

fracture networks in the Arbuckle anticline. (2) Develop relationships between fracture 

networks and the controls on the fractures. (3) Test the validity of a conceptual 

relationship validity through various analytical methods. 

 

1.2. Motivation 

Systematic knowledge of naturally occurring fracture sets, including their 

orientation and density in regional structures provides a major economic benefit for many 

earth resource-related fields. The success of oil and gas plays found within regional folds 

can be significantly impacted by naturally occurring fracture distributions (Murray, 1968; 

more recent refs, too). Oil and gas companies rely on natural fracture data to identify 

zones of interest and horizontal drilling directions in fractured reservoir plays. 
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Developing relationships between fracture distributions, fold geometries, fault 

distributions in regional folds, and the lithologies that make-up the fold are essential for 

understanding the geomechanics of regional folds and for identifying target zones. 

Fracture distributions can have a major impact on fluid flow through a reservoir. The oil 

and gas industry, hydrology industry, and environmental sector are impacted by the 

distribution of naturally occurring fracture sets. Developing these geologic relationships 

can greatly improve the models commonly used within these industries. Successful 

resource plays are dependent on the understanding of the fracture distribution systems 

within them. Analysis of natural fracture orientations can be used to predict principle 

stress directions and help guide horizontal steering directions. In addition, the ability to 

predict zones with high fracture densities by understanding the genesis of the fractures 

will allow. 

1.3 Previous Work and Hypothesis 

Fracture distributions for the purpose of this study are defined by the fracture 

spatial orientation of the individual fracture and the density of the fracture sets at a given 

outcrop. Four major controls on fracture distributions in regional folds will be separated 

for this investigation and analytically correlated using a wide range of data sets. The five 

major controls on fracture networks in regional folds are: 1) the spatial location of the 

exposure within the regional fold 2) the brittleness/hardness of the formations in the fold 

3) the bedding thickness of the formations in the fold 4) the location of faults in the 

regional fold along with an understanding of the extent of the fault zones. 

1.3.1 Spatial Location of Exposures within the Regional Fold 
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The geometry of a large, regional fold can greatly impact the fracture network 

distribution throughout it (Underwood, 2003). In terms of orientation, connections have 

been made that show an angular relationship between the alignment of the axial surface 

of the fold, and the orientation of transverse, longitudinal, and conjugate fracture sets 

(Pireh, 2015; Watkins, 2015; Adwal, 2014) (Fig. 1.1). The correlation indicates that 

transverse fracture sets, resulting from contraction, will be oriented perpendicular to the 

axial surface of the fold with an opening direction parallel to the axial surface. 

Conversely, longitudinal fracture sets will have an attitude parallel to the axial surface 

with an opening direction perpendicular to the axial surface (Pireh, 2015). Conjugate 

fracture sets form obliquely to the axial surface. The bisection plane of the conjugate 

fracture set is interpreted to be perpendicular to the axial plane of the fold. Due to strain 

amounts evolving throughout folding, the timing of fracture creation during folding can 

impact fracture orientation. Other fracture network orientations could also be found in 

regional folds, however, they are not a feature of the fold and are formed from 

exhumation.  

Fracture density models depicting the distributions of fractures have been 

constructed (Pireh, 2015; Watkins, 2015; Adwal, 2014). Those models predict that the 

most dense fracture networks will be found in the core of the fold, and fracture densities 

will dissipate into the limbs of the folds (Fig. 1.2). Other models show considerably 

larger fracture densities on the overturned side of a fold in comparison to the non-

overturned side (Watkins, 2015). A range of contractional, extensional, and transverse 

forces can construct a wide variety of fold geometries. Therefore, the structural domain 
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of the area must be understood before attempting to predict fracture distributions based 

solely off of fold geometries. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Possible fracture orientations within km-scale folds (Awdal, 2013; Stearns et. 

al., 1972).  

                 Longitudinal 

                 Transverse 

                 Conjugate 
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Figure 1.2 Possible fracture densities in km-scale folds based on previous models (Pireh, 

2015; Watkins, 2015; Adwal, 2014). 

 

1.3.2 Rock Brittleness 

The brittleness and hardness of the rock composing a formation, which construct 

the large-scale, geographical fold, can impact the distribution of fracture networks 

throughout the structure (James, et al., 2017). Links have not yet been discovered that 

model fracture orientations changing as they cross from one formation with one hardness 
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into another formation with a different hardness. Theoretically, fracture orientations 

could change and refract as the fracture propagates into a new medium of rock hardness, 

but this has not been evaluated within a geological study. Strong correlations of intensity 

or density of fracture sets have been made between a rock’s brittleness and the intensity 

of fractures of the rock (Nelson, 2001). The correlation simply put is, brittleness is 

directly proportional to the fracture density within the rock (Adwal 2014; Pireh 2015). 

For example, a piece of playdough is much harder, and nearly impossible to crack 

compared to a piece of glass. Studies show that this relationship is due to the volume of 

clay in a rock. The higher the volume of clay, the more ductile or less brittle the rock will 

be. This relationship is a function of the rocks lithology (Fig. 1.3). For example, a clay 

mineral such as smectite, can increase the rocks flexibility and consequently, the rock 

does not easily fracture (Bottrill, 2015). Therefore, rocks cannot be evaluated on their 

fracture density, if the lithology of the rock is unknown (Pireh, 2015). Fracture densities 

can change due to the mineral crystal structures, grain distribution, and secondary 

digenetic features of the rock. 
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Figure 1.3 Schematic of possible fracture density changes through heterogeneous 

lithology types based on theoretical harnesses. Adopted from previous models, hard 

limestone and silica-rich shale will produce higher fracture densities than clay-rich 

sandstone and shale (Nelson, 2001).  

 

 

 

Brittleness 
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1.3.3 Bedding Thickness 

Bedding thickness of a formation can have an impact on the distribution of 

fracture networks (Saruwatari, 1998). In terms of orientation, similar to brittleness, 

relationships have not been developed that show a strong correlation between bedding 

thickness and fracture orientations. Correlations have not shown that a fracture will 

propagate in different directions as it travels in a rock with a different bed thickness. A 

change in bedding is defined as a change in grain size and energy. Regarding fracture 

densities, correlations have been made that show fracture densities change as they cross 

bedding thickness mediums (Spence, 2014). This relationship is described as an inverse 

relationship (Ladeira, 1981). As the bedding thickness decreases, the fracture density 

increases. Consequently, thinner bedding would theoretically be denser with fractures 

compared to thicker beds of similar lithology (Pireh, 2015) (Fig. 1.4). 
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Figure 1.4 Schematic of possible fracture density changes through bedding thickness 

changes. The relationship is an inverse relationship. When lithology is constant, thicker 

beds produce smaller fracture densities than thinner beds (Spence, 2014; Ladeira, 1981). 
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1.3.4 Pre-existing Zones of Weakness  

Pre-existing zones of weakness can impact fracture distributions in fold rocks. An 

effective method to analyze the influence pre-existing zones of weakness have on fracture 

distribution is to analyze fractures within reactivated fault zones. Faults can have a large 

impact on fracture characteristics in fault zones and outside of the damage zone. 

(Caetano, 2014). In terms of orientation, fractures can be propagated from faults, 

although the orientations are very diverse, due to the many varieties of faults. Also, it can 

be difficult to distinguish if the folding causes a fracture set or faulting; In many cases the 

two are orientated the same. In terms of fracture intensity or density, correlations have 

been made which link the two (Caetano, 2014). Two models in figure 1.5 predict a fault’s 

influence on fracture density in and near fault zones (Fig. 1.5). Model A predicts a fault’s 

influence on fractures outside the fault zone, while model B predicts fracture density is 

only influenced within the fault zone by the fault. Relationships show that the fault’s size, 

in terms of displacement, is directly correlated to the intensity of fractures near the fault 

zone. Therefore, in very large fault zones, fracture densities can increase dramatically as 

they near the fault zone, where smaller faults may only change the fracture density 

slightly. Other models have been constructed that show fracture densities changing from 

the footwall to the hanging wall (Hamahashi, 2013). One of these models shows an 

increase of fractures on the hanging wall side of the fault compared to the footwall side, 

but models greatly depend on the type of fault being analyzed. As a result, the kinematics 

of the fault must first be distinguished before fracture predictions can be made.  
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Figure 1.5 Schematic of two possible fracture density scenarios of fault zones. Model A 

predicts fracture distribution are influenced by faulting outside of the fault zone. Model B 

predicts fracture distribution are only influenced by faulting within the damage zone of 

the fault. 

 

Pre-existing stress fields and structures can play a major role in fracture 

distributions in regional folds (Bons, 2012). Before a folding begins, as the foreland 

begins to arc, a fracture network can develop and then be folded afterwards (Watkins, 

2015). Fractures created during early fold development are influenced by pre-existing 

structures and zones of weakness. Reactivated faults provide information on previous 

structures of fold and thrust belts and can be used to predict pre-existing zones of 

weakness. 
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CHAPTER 2 

GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 

The Arbuckle anticline in southern Oklahoma provides an excellent field 

laboratory to evaluate relationships between fracture distributions and orientations with 

respect to fracture location, rock brittleness, bedding thickness, and pre-existing zones of 

weakness.  

2.1 Geologic Setting of Southern Oklahoma 

The Arbuckle Mountains include over 1000 km2 of exhumed Precambrian 

basement and overlying Paleozoic passive margin carbonate and siliciclastic rocks 

exposed in south-central Oklahoma (Fig. 2.1). Together with the Wichita Mountains to 

the northwest (Fig. 2.2), the Arbuckle Mountains preserve an exceptional record of the 

rift-to-drift to collisional evolution of the southern margin of Laurentia in a northwest-

trending uplift associated with late Paleozoic convergent tectonism (Wickham, 1978; 

Keller et al., 1983; Ye et al, 1996; Thomas, 2014). Oblique, northeast-directed shortening 

during Pennsylvanian-Permian tectonism focused continued platform sedimentation in 

the broad epeirogenic Oklahoma Basin (Johnson et al., 1989) into localized asymmetric 

foreland basins bounding the northwest-trending uplifts (Fig. 2.2). These various 

structures plunge gently to the southeast where they are buried by rocks associated with 

the Ouachita fold and thrust belt (Fig. 2.2). 
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Figure 2.1. General geologic map of the Arbuckle geologic province (modified from 

Ham, 1954 And Johnson, 1990). 
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Figure 2.2. Regional Tectonics of Texas and southern Oklahoma including various 

Ancestral Rocky Mountains uplifts and the Ouachita Mountains fold and thrust belt 

(Ewing, 2005; Thomas, 2006). 

 

The Arbuckle uplift represents the best surficial exposures of the source and 

reservoir rocks within the large hydrocarbon-rich Pennsylvanian-Permian Anadarko, 

Ardmore, and Marietta basins (Brewer et al., 1983). The region consists of a series of 

gently southeast-plunging folds and related faults, the largest and best exposed of which 

is the Arbuckle anticline and the Wachita Valley fault (Fig. 2.3).  
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Figure 2.3 The Arbuckle anticline plunging to the SE with the northern limb of the fold 

over turned. Approximately 6 miles from limb to limb along I-35. 

 

The oldest rocks in the region include the ~1.4 Ga Tishimingo granite exposed 

within the core of the Tishimingo anticline to the northeast of the Arbuckle anticline. The 

Arbuckle anticline is cored by Cambrian rhyolites including the 530-539 Colbert rhyolite. 

The Proterozoic granite is likely the basement on which the Colvert erupted however 

such geologic relations have not been observed directly. Both the Tishimingo granite and 

the Colbert Rhyolite are unconformably (correlative with the “Great Unconformity”) 

61 

24 

53 

55 

75 
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overlain by a sequence of platform deposits including the Cambrian Timbered Hills 

Group, the Cambro-Ordovician Arbuckle Group, the Ordovician Simpson Group, Sylvan 

Shale and Viola Group, and the Ordovician to Mississippian Hunton Group. 

Unconformably overlying these rocks are Devonian through Mississippian shale and 

limestone and Pennsylvanian syn-tectonic conglomerate. These rocks will be described in 

more detail below. 

A variety of workers have interpreted the Colbert rhyolite as the result of Early 

Cambrian rifting associated with the southern Oklahoma aulacogen (SOA; e.g., Ham et 

al., 1964; Brewer et al., 1983) and related types of rifting events (e.g., Hanson et al., 

2013). Following Cambrian rifting, development of the southern Laurentian passive 

margin began with the initial deposition of the Timbered Hills Group. This was followed 

by the progressive growth of a large Ordovician carbonate bank (Fritz et al., 2012) during 

the growth of the Iapetus ocean (Fig. 2.4).  
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Figure 2.4. Paleogeography during the Ordovician. The great american Carbonate 

Platform is viewed along with the failed rifting event of the Southern Oklahoma 

Aulacogen (Blakey, 2008). 

 

Deposition of upper Ordovician through the Devonian mud rocks indicates the 

deepening of the Iapetus ocean. Some evidence exists for early to middle Paleozoic 

epeirogenesis producing discreet unconformities (Amsden, 1980). Continental collision 

between Laurentia and Gondwana occurred during the Pennsylvanian and ended in the 

Permian (Fig. 2.5). This deformation correlates to the Marathon-Ouachita orogeny that 

occurred around 200 Ma (Thomas, 1991; Thomas, 2006). However, the trend of 
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structures associated with the Arbuckle mountains is distinct from the Ouachita trend, 

and the structural style is “thick skinned” as compared to the thin-skinned fold and thrust 

belt tectonics of the Ouachita orogeny as exposed directly to the southeast. A number of 

workers ascribe the late Paleozoic tectonism preserved in the Arbuckle Mountain as the 

result of the cryptic Ancestral Rocky Mountains orogeny (e.g., Algeo, 1992).  

 

Figure 2.5. Pennsylvanian paleogeography featuring the continental collision of 

Laurentia and Gondwana (Blakey, 2008). 

 

The Arbuckle anticline strikes nearly perpendicular to the proposed plate tectonic 

boundary associated with the closure of the Iapetus Ocean (Fig. 2.6). Two hypotheses 
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have been proposed to explain the discordancy between the trend of Ancestral Rocky’s 

uplifts and the Ouachita front (Dott, 1934; Ham,1951; Tomlinson, 1952; Tanner, 1967) 

(Carter, 1979; Haas, 1981; Tapp, 1995; Ye et al., 1996). The first hypothesis suggests a 

“typical” collisional mountain building event, reactivating SOA normal faults formed the 

Arbuckle Mountains (Dott, 1934; Ham, 1951; Tomlinson, 1952; Brown, 1984). Normal 

faulting created during formation of the Cambrian SOA was reactivated during the 

Pennsylvanian, forming dominantly northeast-vergent structures within the Arbuckle 

Mountains (Fig. 2.6). 

The second hypothesis suggests localized strike-slip faulting along the continental 

collision front created a wrenching system resulting in uplift and contraction along 

dominantly left-lateral strike-slip faults (Tanner, 1967; Carter, 1979; Haas, 1981; Tapp, 

1995). Both hypotheses call upon reactivation of older structures associated with the 

SOA.  
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Figure 2.6. North-south schematic of the Arbuckle Mountains depicting one possible 

hypotheses of the evolution of geologic structures. 

 

2.2 Stratigraphy of the Arbuckle Mountains  

The Arbuckle anticline exposes approximately 4,500 meters of section ranging in 

age from Cambrian to Pennsylvanian (Fig. 2.7) (Hessert, 2016). The stratigraphic column 

systematically provides information covering the major geologic units throughout the 

Arbuckle anticline. The column lists age, relative thickness, rock type, average bedding 
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thickness, and interpreted depositional environments for the major geologic units within 

the Arbuckle anticline.  

The core of the anticline exposes thick deposits of Cambrian-Ordovician aged 

siliciclastic rocks and carbonate rocks unconformably overlaying Cambrian volcanic 

rocks and Precambrian crystalline rocks (Fig. 2.1). The carbonate rocks are a part of the 

Great American Carbonate Platform (Fritz et al., 2012) and consist of the Timbered Hills 

Group and the Arbuckle Group. The Timbered Hills Group are composed continental 

margin siliciclastics and shallow marine limestone. The Arbuckle Group consist of 

massively bedded, cliff-forming, fossiliferous limestone and dolostone. The Arbuckle 

Group was deposited in a shallow marine, carbonate platform. 

  The limbs of the Arbuckle anticline consist of thinly bedded shale and limestone, 

Ordovician through Mississippian in age. Units located on the limbs of the fold consist of 

the Simpson Group, Viola Limestone, Sylvan Shale, Hunton Group, Woodford Shale, 

Sycamore Formation, and Mississippian shale. Syn- and post-tectonic Pennsylvanian 

conglomerates occur in the north central portion of the field area. The Simpson Group is 

composed of thinly bedded, cliff-forming limestone and dolostone deposited in a deep 

marine environment. The Viola Limestone is a brittle, thinly bedded limestone deposited 

in a deep marine environment. The Sylvan Shale is a thinly bedded, smectite-rich shale 

deposited in a deep marine environment. The Hunton Group consists of thinly bedded, 

cliff-forming limestone and dolostone deposited in a deep marine environment. The 

Woodford Shale is a distinct lithology found on the limbs of the Arbuckle anticline. The 

Woodford Shale is a thinly bedded, very brittle, silica-rich shale deposited in a deep 

marine environment. Overlying the Woodford Shale is the Sycamore Formation and 
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Mississipian aged shale. These units are thinly bedded and deposited in a deep marine 

environment.  

 

Figure 2.7. Stratigraphic section of Arbuckle anticline (Modified from Hessert, 2016). 
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2.3 The Arbuckle Anticline  

The Arbuckle anticline has a moderately southwest dipping upright limb and a 

steep to overturned, southeast dipping limb (Fig 2.8). The trace of the anticline plunges 

gently toward 134°. Interstate 35 traverses the anticline from limb to limb and provides 

well-exposed road cuts of the profile of the fold. Using the top of the Hunton Group as a 

reference, the structural relief of the anticline has a wavelength of 11.2 km and an 

amplitude of 4.4 km. The core of the anticline consists of several smaller scale, parasitic 

folds (Fig. 2.9). Multiple fracture sets at a range of orientations and densities are found 

across the anticline. Reactivated and numerous syn-folding faults are located throughout 

the core and limbs of the fold. The largest fault in the region is the Washita Valley fault 

zone (Dott,1934; Ham, 1951; Tanner, 1967; Wickham, 1978; Brown, 1984). This fault 

zone has been variously interpreted as a left-lateral strike slip fault (Ham, 1951; Tanner, 

1967; Carter, 1979) and a northeast-vergent thrust fault (e.g., Brown, 1984).  
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Figure 2.8. Schematic and composite cross section of one possible interpretation for 

structural geometry of the Arbuckle uplift. Structural style may be projected into the 

cross section plane from SE (e.g., inversion of rift normal faults as reverse/thrusts 

exposing Tishomingo batholith) and NW (e.g., low angle thrusts beneath Wichita 

Mountains. From unpublished, ongoing work of Sparks and Yoshinobu, 2018). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.9. Parasitic folds within the Kindblade Formation. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.9 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODS 

In order to constrain fracture formation and evolution with the Arbuckle anticline, 

a variety of data sets were collected from outcrops and remote sensing. To geo-locate 

each exposure within the larger regional fold, the distance from the axial surface of the 

fold to the outcrop exposure of the fractures was measured for 27 outcrops within the 

Arbuckle Mountains (Fig. 3.1).  With the map distance measured, the actual distance 

from the axial surface could then be mathematically calculated, if the dip magnitude and 

dip direction of the fold are known for the fold. 

 

Figure 3.1 Schematic illustrating the trigonometry used to calculate true distance from 

axial surface. 

 

Equation: d = m*sin(a) is used to find the true distance from a given outcrop 

exposure to the trace of the axial surface. The axial surface of the Arbuckle anticline dips 

approximately 61 degrees to the SW (Hessert, 2016). Data was collected from 27 road 

cuts along Interstate 35 and include the major formations that define the Arbuckle 

anticline (Fig. 3.2). The variety of data collected includes: (i) Geologic mapping of 

stratigraphic contacts and faults, (ii) Fracture orientation analysis, (iii) fracture density 

analysis, (iv) rock brittleness calculations, and (v) bedding thickness measurements.  
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Figure 3.2. Aerial photo of Arbuckle Mountains, including outcrop locations. 
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3.1 Geologic Mapping 

In order to constrain fractures as related to folding, it is necessary to identify post-

folding fault zones that may skew fracture density measurements. Detailed geologic maps 

of the Arbuckle Mountains have located many of the major fault locations, although 

many of the small, less significant faults have not been identified and mapped (Hessert, 

2016) (Fig. 3.3). While this study did not largely focus on mapping faults in the Arbuckle 

Mountains, the spatial extent and location of fault zones as identified by earlier workers 

(Ham, 1969; Fay 1969, 1989) were verified and/or modified in field. Faults were 

recognized by the occurrence of fault breccia, fault slicken lines, and displaced units.  
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Figure 3.3. Simplified geologic map of the Arbuckle Mountains illustrating the location 

of multiple faults in the Arbuckle anticline (Hessert, 2016).  
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3.2 Fracture Orientation 

Fracture orientation data was collected along the I-35 traverse. In addition, sixteen 

outcrops, were selected for detailed analysis (Fig. 3.4). At each outcrop, an average of 20 

to 30 fracture orientations were measured. Outcrop measured orientation data were 

analyzed using Stereonets (Allmendinger, 1992).  
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Figure 3.4. Locations of outcrop were fracture orientations were analyzed. 
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3.3 Satellite Imagery Analysis of Fracture Orientations Methodology 

Satellite images were used to calculate fracture trends at a scale of 1:500. ArcGIS 

was used to analyze the satellite images and to export data into a georeferenced database. 

The following method was used.  

1. Select area of interest and georeference in ArcGIS. 

 

Figure 3.5. Satellite image of the Arbuckle anticline displaying the area of interest for 

fracture identification. 

 

2. After the area of interest is selected, the area needs to be scaled into a grid 

dividing the area into sections for further analysis. For the Arbuckle Mountains analysis, 
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the area of interest was split into 70 sections, approximately 20,000 square meters. The 

size of each section allows for the fractures to be analyzed with the highest detail and 

efficiency.   

 3. Create methodology for analyzing each section. Because fracture exposure 

varies from section to section, analysis was standardized by holding of duration and scale 

analysis constant. Analysis duration was set at 10 minutes per section so to not skew the 

data to sections that were better exposed than others, thus leading to a greater amount of 

fractures identified skewing the results section by section. Secondly, the scale at which 

the fractures were measured must be consistent. If some sections are viewed at higher 

resolution scales than other sections, this can also skew results. For the Arbuckle 

Mountains analysis, a methodology was created as follows: (a) 10 minutes of analysis per 

section, (b) fixed scale at 1:500 (ArcGIS allows for scale to be fixed), (c) begin analysis 

of fractures.  

Using the methodology described above, each section was scanned for fractures. 

Fractures were detected by a clear lineation cross cutting bedding. Fractures parallel to 

bedding could not be detected using this technique. Line vectors were used to represent 

viewed fracture sets in ArcGIS. This vector data then can be analyzed using ArcGIS 

software to calculate fracture densities and fracture trends.  

4. Calculate Fracture Trends. 2D lineaments have shown a strong correlation to 

true fracture orientations and can be used for geological analysis (Sanders 2009). Using 

ArcGIS, fracture trends can be calculated. The trend of each fracture lineament, once 

converted to a line vector, was measured using the Python code as follows:   
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         180+math.atan2(( !Shape.firstpoint.X! - !Shape.lastpoint.X! ), 

( !Shape.firstpoint.Y! - !Shape.lastpoint.Y! ) ) * (180 / math.pi ) 

Once computed, the orientation can be viewed in an attribute table. The data was 

then exported into Stereonet, and rose diagrams were created.  

3.4.1 Calculating Fracture Densities through Outcrop Photos 

Analyzing outcrops for fracture sets using high-resolution images follows a 

detailed methodology to eliminate user bias and increase efficiency.  

1. Image Acquisition. GigaPan© images and high-resolution single images were 

captured at 27 outcrops along the traverse. The GigaPan© works by taking a grid of 

photos and merging them into one ultra-high-resolution photo. The image is of best 

quality when sunlight is static. For this study, outcrop photos were taken in the morning 

and the entire outcrop was covered with slight shade. Some single image photos provide 

less noise for analysis than GigaPan© images and were more efficient in certain cases. 

2. Image Processing. Once acquired, the image was uploaded to GEOMATICA. 

Within GEOMATICA, using the LINE algorithm, fractures can be detected on the 

outcrop. The LINE algorithm works by detecting sharp breaks in the photograph base on 

a set of input parameters such as pixel radius.  These detections can be viewed and will 

be put into an attribute table to be displayed as vector data. This vector data must then be 

converted into a shapefile and imported into ArcGIS for analysis. In addition to using the 

LINE algorithm in GEOMATICA, images with abundant noise can be manually analyzed 

in ArcGIS.  

3. Image Analysis. The vector data is then analyzed using the ArcGIS vector 

length calculator, and all segment lengths can be calculated using a specified scale. Since 
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the image is scaled, vector data created from the image can be quantified in terms of 

fracture density. This fracture density can be translated into the standard format: number 

of fractures per square meter (# of fractures/meters2) and length of fracture per square 

meter (meters/meters2).  

This process analyzed approximately 60,000 fractures in one outcrop, (i.e. #26). 

The fractures could then be quantized in terms of number of fractures per square meters 

(# of fractures/meters2) and length of fractures in meters per square meter 

(meters/meters2). For example outcrop #26 (Fig.3.6) yields a fracture density of 987 

fractures/m2 and 39.56 m of fractures/m2. 
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Figure 3.6. Example of fractures detected from high-resolution outcrop “GigaPan©” 

photos using GEOMATICA software. 

 

3.4.2 Calculating Fracture Density from Satellite Imagery 

In addition, fracture densities were calculated from satellite imagery. Using line 

vectors detected in the process of calculating fracture orientations from satellite images, 

fracture density maps were constructed. 70 sections of satellite images were analyzed 

along 1-35 and an average fracture density was taken from each. This data was imported 

into ArcGIS to be visually represented and compare to outcrop fracture density 

measurements. 

3.5 Bedding Thickness Measurements 
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At each outcrop, bedding thickness of 20 – 40 beds was measured perpendicular 

to bedding contacts and an average bedding thickness was calculated. The same beds 

were analyzed using the Schmitt hammer.  

3.6 Schmitt Hammer Analysis            

Rock brittleness was quantified using a Schmitt hammer. A Schmitt hammer is 

used to test the elastic properties at atmospheric conditions of a given material by 

delivering a defined amount of energy into a material and measuring the rebound relapse 

energy from that material. The amount of energy sent back by the material is directly 

related to the rocks compressive strength (Avdin, 2010). Although the Schmitt hammer is 

mostly used to analyze concretes, the Schmitt hammer provides a method to quantify 

rock brittleness. The hammer is small and compact and can be used in the field quickly 

and efficiently. The Schmitt hammer was used on 27 outcrops in the Arbuckle Mountains 

to calculate rock brittleness from the given outcrop. At each outcrop, 20 – 40 

measurements were taken on one outcrop and averaged to describe the brittleness of the 

outcrop. The Schmitt hammer can only be used when the outcrop is well in place and not 

loose within the outcrop. Also, the Schmitt hammer is heavily impacted by the bedding 

thickness and the angle of view (Morris, 2009). A wide range of beds with variable 

thickness was measured at each outcrop to get an accurate average brittleness reading. 

The Schmitt hammer reading differed from cross-section view and dip-slope view. The 

Schmitt hammer calculations in dip-slope view on average are lower than the same 

reading from cross-section view. Since bedding exhumation affected the compressive 

strength calculation in the dip-slope view, only cross-section view calculations were used 

to quantify the overall brittleness.  
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3.7 Pre-existing zone of Weakness Analysis 

Pre-existing zone of weakness were analyzed by studying relationships between 

fracture distributions and reactivated fault zones in the Arbuckle anticline. Fracture 

orientation and densities were measured within and outside of fault zones to be 

compared. Detailed fracture orientation and density analysis was also done through 

satellite imagery analysis. The datasets collected were then used to predict pre-existing 

zones of weakness influence on fracture distributions within km-scale folds. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

4.1 Structure Domain Locations within Arbuckle Anticline 

Within the Arbuckle anticline, 27 road cuts were identified and analyzed from 

south to north (Fig. 4.1). Using orientations of bedding on either side of the anticline and 

parasitic folds, Hessert (2016) calculated an approximate axial surface orientation of 134 

61 SW. The 27 stations were co-located in 3-D with respect to the trace of the axial 

surface and their distance from the axial surface was calculated using the equation 

D=m*sin(a). This assumes a cylindrical fold geometry. Table 4.1 displays a summary of 

the data collected from the 27 outcrops. For analysis and organizational purposes, the 

Arbuckle anticline was split into 3 domains; a southern limb domain, a core domain, and 

a northern limb domain. The boundary location of the domains is defined by a distinct 

change in fracture style. Fracture orientations and densities differ in each of the three 

domains.  
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Figure 4.1. Domain map of Arbuckle anticline exhibiting outcrop locations of data 

collection. 
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Table 4.1 Summary geodatabase table of 27 outcrops within the Arbuckle anticline. 

 

 

 

 

 

Outcrop  

Fracture 

Density 

Distance from Axial 

Plane 

Bedding 

Thickness 

Schmitt 

Measurement 

Fracture Orientation 

Analysis 

      

 (m frac./sq. m) (meters) (centimeters) (Schmitt 0-100)  

 F D T S  

1 15.55 4557.86 19 48 x 

2 4.92 4524.08 4 20 x 

3 41.11 4505.42 4 80  
4 16.90 4501.79 48 56  
5 14.57 4240.02 9 41 x 

6 20.08 4107.97 33 53  
7 21.03 4082.14 15 55 x 

8 16.93 3162.64 25 54  
9 22.05 2833.57 42 52 x 

10 23.46 2670.98 252 51 x 

11 27.49 2328.35 12 45  
12 26.18 1869.15 22 49  
13 32.51 1027.64 205 46 x 

14 48.39 480.05 195 52 x 

15 59.74 350.22 47 48  
16 35.89 1123.47 148 45 x 

17 29.95 1426.88 30 55 x 

18 37.57 1789.78 41 55 x 

19 25.89 1822.19 40 55  
20 22.51 2855.44 10 54 x 

21 2.92 3414.42 1 10  
22 16.63 3494.28 6 40  
23 41.21 3512.71 5 80  
24 21.13 3512.71 15 46 x 

25 14.34 3722.65 21 44 x 

26 46.78 3754.65 3 80  
27 47.18 3770.42 3 80 x 
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4.2 Fracture Orientations 

Fracture orientations were measured and analyzed using field work and remote 

sensing techniques. Field work techniques measured fracture orientations. Remote 

sensing techniques measured fracture lineaments through satellite images. Although the 

two processes produced different results, the two are relatable. From field work, 3 

fracture orientations were identified and measured (Fig. 4.2). These fracture orientations 

can be seen throughout the anticline from the southern limb domain, within the core 

domain, and within the northern limb domain (Fig. 4.3). From remote sensing, one 

general NE trend was detected throughout the anticline (Fig. 4.4). Plane of view and scale 

of analysis inhibited satellite imagery to detect class A, B, and C. Although in well 

exposed areas of the anticline, class A, B, and C can be viewed from satellite images 

(Fig. 4.5). 
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Figure 4.2.Stereonet of measured fracture planes throughout the Arbuckle anticline. The 

Arbuckle anticline axial plane, class A, B, and C fracture sets are identified.  

(N=236) 
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Pole to measured fracture planes contours. 
Contour Int. =2sigma 
Contour Area=10.84% 

Pole to measured fracture planes contours. 
Contour Int. =2sigma 
Contour Area=10.59% 

Pole to measured fracture planes contours. 
Contour Int. =2sigma 
Contour Area=8.57% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3. Pole to measured fracture planes contours in the southern limb domain, core 

domain, and northern limb domain. 
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Figure 4.4. Rose diagram of fracture lineaments mapped through satellite imagery 

displaying a general NE trend. 
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Figure 4.5 Satellite imagery of class A, B, and C fractures. 
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4.3 Fracture Density  

In the Arbuckle Mountains, 27 outcrop fracture densities were calculated (Fig. 

4.6).  Fracture densities were also calculated using satellite imagery and the results were 

compared. On average, fracture densities are higher in the core of the anticline and 

smaller on the limbs. Outcrops 3, 23, 26, and 27 do not follow the general path of 

increasing fracture density from limb to core and are not detected by satellite imagery 

analysis. Data from these outcrops come from the Woodford Shale. Fracture densities 

calculated in the field range from 2.91 meters of fractures/square meter to 59.74 meters of 

fractures/square meter. The average fracture density within the Arbuckle anticline is 

27.14 meters of fractures/square foot. The standard deviation of field calculated fracture 

densities on the 27 outcrops is 13.81. 

 

Figure 4.6. Fracture densities of 27 outcrops located within the Arbuckle anticline. 
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Figure 4.7. Fracture densities calculated from satellite imagery of the Arbuckle anticline. 

 

Figure 4.8 displays an inverse relationship between fracture density and the 

fracture exposures distance from the axial surface of the Arbuckle anticline. Four outliers, 

outcrop #3, #23, #26, and #27 can all be seen not following the general trend of data 

points. The distances from the outcrops exposure to the axial surface of the Arbuckle 

anticline ranged from 4,500 meters to 350 meters. No large gaps between each field of 

calculated fracture density can be seen from the data. More fracture data was recorded on 

the limbs of the fold rather than the core of the fold because there are two limbs on a fold 

and only one core available to record data from. Further analysis will show that the 

outliers #3, #23, #26, and #27 are the result of the influence of another impactful control 

on the fracture densities within the Arbuckle anticline. 
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Figure 4.8. Fracture densities vs outcrop distance from trace of axial surface of the 

Arbuckle anticline. 

 

4.4 Bedding Thickness 

Bedding thickness measurements ranged from 250 (cm) to 4 (cm) in outcrops in 

the Arbuckle anticline (Fig. 4.8). During the Ordovician, thickly bedded limestone, now  

converted to dolostone, were deposited. Devonian-Mississippi aged sediment deposited 

afterwards came from a deep-sea environment, producing thinly bedded shales and 

limestones. As the strata was folded, the thickly bedded strata from the Ordovician can be 

seen in the core and the thinly bedding shales and limestone from the Devonian-

Mississippian are viewed on the limbs of the fold. 
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Figure 4.8. Bedding thickness measurements from 27 outcrops within the Arbuckle 

anticline. 

 

A very weak relationship, if any, is seen between bedding thickness and fracture 

density in figure 31. An r2 value of .05 is calculated when correlating fracture density 

versus bedding thickness within the Arbuckle anticline, suggesting the relationship 

between the two is very weak. (Fig. 4.9) At the scale of this study, there appears to be no 

moderate or strong correlation between fracture density and bedding thickness (Fig. 4.9). 
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Figure 4.9. Bedding thickness vs fracture densities within the Arbuckle anticline. 

 

4.5 Schmitt Hammer Analysis 

The Schmitt hammer was successful at calculating rock brittleness at 27 outcrops 

within the Arbuckle anticline (Fig. 4.10). The Schmitt hammer ranged from 80 – 10 

Schmitt units. The average Schmitt hammer calculation was 52 Schmitt units with a 

standard deviation of 15.83. The Schmitt hammer successfully quantified rock brittleness 

in the field and can be correlated to lithology types. Dolostones, shales and siltstones are 

the common lithologies within the Arbuckle anticline. Dolostones average Schmitt 
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hammer reading ranges from 60 - 40. Shales average Schmitt hammer reading ranges for 

80-65 Schmitt units. Siltstones average Schmitt hammer reading average ranges from 30 

-10 Schmitt units. Bedding thickness showed to only effect Schmitt hammer reading from 

the same lithology in small amount. 

 

Figure 4.10. Schmitt hammer calculations for 27 outcrops within the Arbuckle anticline. 

 

A direct, but weak correlation can be seen between the Schmitt hammer 

calculations and field calculated fracture densities. The correlation is weak because of 

outliers that range from 40 to 60 Schmitt units. These data point come from outcrops 

within the core of the fold. The direct correlation between the two data points is visible, 

but it should be noted that the location of the data point within the fold greatly disturbs 

the relationship between Schmitt hammer calculations and field calculated fracture 

densities (Fig. 4.11). 

Silica-rich shale Thinly bedded carbonate Thickly bedded carbonate Smectite-rich siltstone and shale 
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Figure 4.11. Schmitt hammer calculations vs field calculated fracture densities. 

 

4.6 Pre-existing zone of Weakness Analysis  

Fracture densities and orientation were correlated to pre-existing zones of 

weakness within the Arbuckle anticline through analyzing reactivated fault zones. 

Fracture densities did not correlated to locations of reactivated faults within the Arbuckle 

anticline (Fig. 4.12.) In addition, detailed fracture density maps were created along faults 

and the correlation between the two was proven to be very weak (Fig. 4.13). Fracture 

orientations are also not seen to be effected by fault locations. Satellite imagery analysis 

of fractures displays fracture orientation remaining constant as they cross fault zones 

(Figure 4.14) 
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Figure 4.12. Fracture density map of the Arbuckle Mountains compared to re-activated 

fault zone locations. 
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Figure 4.13. Detailed fracture density maps along nearby fault zones. 
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4.14. Fracture trends along reactivated fault zones analyzed by satellite imagery. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

5.1 Fracture Orientations 

Fracture orientations within the Arbuckle anticline are controlled by the location of 

fractures within the anticline and the timing of folding during fracture creation. 

Throughout 16 outcrops within the Arbuckle anticline, 3 fracture orientation classes were 

identified, measured, and analyzed. Timing of fracture creation during folding, the 

fracture’s orientation, and satellite image lineaments were used to model the fractures 

sets viewed within the Arbuckle anticline.  

5.2 Class Identification and Interpretation 

Fracture orientations within the Arbuckle Mountains show a systematic 

relationship with the orientation of the axial surface of the Arbuckle anticline (Fig. 5.1) 

Fractures have been classified based on this relationship. These relationships suggest the 

fractures are syn-tectonic with folding. There are 3 fracture populations within the 

Arbuckle anticline (Fig.5.2). Class A and B fracture sets form conjugate sets, oblique to 

the axial surface of the fold. The angle between the fractures is 30 degrees, indicating 

conjugate fracturing. Contracting stress directions interpreted from the conjugate set 

match proposed contraction stress directions for folding of the anticline. Class C fracture 

sets are interpreted as a longitudinal fracture set, parallel to the axial surface of the 

Arbuckle anticline. 
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Figure 5.1. Interpretations fracture orientation in the Arbuckle anticline. 
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Figure 5.2. Interpretation of fracture sets in the Arbuckle anticline including interpreted 

sigma 1 and sigma 3 directions based on conjugate fracture sets. 
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5.3 Timing of Fracture 

Fracture distributions were delivered throughout different times of folding. The 

class A and B fracture sets were created during initial fold development. Class A and B 

fractures can be viewed throughout the anticline and are not dependent on the location of 

the axial surface of the fold. Class A and B fractures are found within all 3 domains, 

southern limb, northern limb, and core. This suggests that Class A and B fractures pre-

date or coincide with the initial folding. Interpreted stress directions of the conjugate 

fractures and the orientation of the fold suggest the structures are syn-tectonic.  

The class C fracture sets were created during later folding stages. The longitudinal 

fracture set, or class B fracture set, was created during the fold flex of the Arbuckle 

anticline as the fold began to overturn. Evidence of this comes from the finding that class 

C, longitudinal fracture sets are only found in the core domain of the fold. Since the 

fracture orientation is heavily controlled by the location of the fold’s axial surface, the 

fractures could not have pre-dated folding and are most likely created during the 

extensional phases of the fold creation. 
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5.4 Fracture Orientation Analysis: Satellite Imagery vs. Field Work 

The rose diagrams created from satellite imagery, and the stereonets created from 

outcrop analysis have different signatures because they analyzed fractures at a different 

field of view and at different scales. Satellite images view fractures from a map view. 

This view did not allow for longitudinal fracture sets to be differentiated from bedding 

because they both strike in the same direction. Outcrop analysis views fractures from a 

cross-sectional perspective, allowing for all fracture sets to potentially be analyzed. Due 

to the field of view, rose diagrams of satellite imagery did not detect longitudinal fracture 

sets. Satellite images of lineaments cannot be the only source of data in fracture analysis 

because of the potential fractures that are not exposed in map view and only exposed in 

cross-sectional view. Although, fractures analyzed through satellite images could be 

strongly correlated to fractures measured in the field, the analysis simply did not capture 

the full range of fractures present in the area. 

 

5.5 Outcrops spatial location within the Arbuckle Anticline 

 

Fracture densities are greatly impacted by their location within the Arbuckle 

anticline. The inverse relationship developed between the two was the strongest out of all 

the variable tests, although other variables must still be considered. The relationship 

between the spatial location of the outcrop within the fold and the fracture density of the 

outcrop is a function of the fold evolution. During initial folding, class A fracture sets 

formed throughout the anticline. These fracture’s intensities heavily depended on 

lithology types. As the anticline continued to evolve, class B fracture sets developed in 

the core of the fold. These fractures formed in the core and not the limbs because the 
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amount of strain in the core of the anticline was much higher than the amount of strain in 

the limbs of the anticline. In the Arbuckle Mountains, fracture densities are generally 

higher in the core of the anticline than on the limbs of the anticline because of this strain 

difference. The amount of contraction within the fold’s core is greater than the 

contraction on the limbs of the fold, thus producing higher fracture densities in the core 

of the fold. Although, lithology type has shown the ability to produce some of the highest 

fracture densities outside the core of the fold because they consist of the optimal lithology 

to produce fractures during the first stages of folding. 

 

5.6 Bedding Thickness 

 

Although bedding thickness has been shown to impact fracture densities in other 

case studies, within the Arbuckle Mountains, a very weak correlation between the two is 

found. Bedding thickness has been shown to correlate with lithotypes. Lithotypes have 

shown a strong correlation to fracture densities. The same weak relationship is found in 

other fracture density studies from km-scale anticlines (Adwal, 2013). 

 

5.7 Schmitt Hammer Calculations 

 

Schmitt hammer calculations display a strong correlation to rock brittleness. 

Schmitt hammer calculations have also shown the potential to correlate to certain rock 

types. Since lithology types have been shown to correlate to fracture densities, Schmitt 

hammer calculations are directly related to fracture densities. Within the Arbuckle 

Mountains, the relationship holds true. This relationship exists because rock brittleness is 

a direct function of its lithology type. For example, a piece of glass will fracture under 

less stress than a piece of putty would. One must also consider that the Schmitt hammer 
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is calculating rock brittleness at atmospheric pressures, and most likely conditions were 

different than during fracture creation. This problem is solved by analyzing the rock’s 

brittleness the same way at all outcrops and allowing the percent error to equal the same 

amount at each outcrop. By using this method for the measurements, they can be 

compared to one another. This principle of data collection was used in multiple 

techniques throughout this research. 

5.8 Pre-existing Zones of Weakness 

Analyzing reactivated fault zones revealed that the fault zone only impacted 

fracture distributions within the damage zone of the fault, and the fracture distributions 

are controlled by other variables outside of the fault zone, and not the fault itself. Re-

visiting figure 1.5, this study concludes that model B best represents the data collected in 

the Arbuckle anticline.  

5.9 Fracture Density Model 

Using 27 outcrops, a Partial Least Squares Structural equation model was 

successfully constructed with the ability to model and predict fracture densities within the 

Arbuckle anticline. Input parameters or variables of the model include: fracture density, 

outcrops distance from axial surface of Arbuckle anticline, bedding thickness, and 

Schmitt hammer calculation. The function produced the equation in figure 5.3. 
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F (Fracture Density) (meters of fractures/  meter2) = 

 

17,887(F/m)(1/D (Outcrops Distance from Axial Plane (m))) 

 

+  13.0511(F/cm)(1/T (Bedding Thickness (cm)) 

 

+  0.6143(F/Schmitt Units)(S (Schmitt Hammer Calculation)) 

 

-  16.457 (Constant) 

 

Simplified: 

 

F = 17,887(1/D)  +  13.0511(1/T)  +  0.6143(S)  -  16.457 

 

Figure 5.3. Equation used to predict fracture densities in the Arbuckle anticline. 

 

Plotting predicted fracture densities created by the model vs field calculated fracture 

densities, the model produced a linear function with a slope near 1, and with a r squared 

value of .90 (Fig. 5.4). Figure 5.4 suggest that the fracture density model can predicted 

fracture densities. 
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Figure 5.4. Field calculated fracture densities vs predicted fracture densities. 

 

The model created to predict fracture densities within the Arbuckle anticline 

produced two significant findings: (i).The model made it possible to predict fracture 

densities based on input parameters that can be collected analytically throughout the 

anticline. (ii). The model confirmed that the relationship between an outcrop’s distance 

from the axial surface, bedding thickness, and Schmitt hammer calculations do exist. The 

second conclusion is a result of the first conclusion. 
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The creation of a Partial Least Squares equation model confirmed the geologic 

relationships between fracture densities within regional folds. The equation produced a 

reasonable correlation coefficient (“r2”), of 0.90. Since the r2 is not 100, there is the 

possibility that other variables have not been considered. Another possible explanation is 

that the data has noise in it and that more data would produce a better r2 value. A boot 

strap data statistical testing method suggest the r2 value will not improve with more data, 

however, with a r2 value of 0.9, the model can predict fracture densities with high 

accuracy.  

The model also allowed for the individual variable’s contribution to the total 

fracture density to be broken down and analyzed (Fig. 5.4). The outcrop shows the 

fracture density is largely controlled by different mechanisms at different locations in the 

fold. The chart shows that in the core of the fold, fracture densities are controlled by the 

fold’s location. In the core of the fold, fracture densities are heavily influenced by the 

large amount of contraction occurring there. On the limbs of the fold, far away from the 

axial surface of the fold, lithology is the largest control on fracture densities. The 

Woodford Shale is not close to the axial surface of the Arbuckle anticline but still has one 

of the highest fracture densities because it has the optimal lithology to produce fractures, 

brittle shale. This study suggests that the further away from a structural domain the 

fracture creation is, the less influence that structure will have on the fracture density. 

With this suggestion, lithology becomes the larger control on fracture densities. Near the 

structural domains, such as faults and folds, the larger structure will be the major control 

of fracture density production. Bedding thickness was shown to not have a strong 

influence on fracture densities near the fold’s axial surface or further away from the axial 
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surface. Separating each individual fracture’s contribution to the overall fracture density 

illustrated the controls on fracture sets at each outcrop analyzed within the Arbuckle 

Mountains. Each outcrop that produces a fracture density had different influence from all 

the input parameters.  
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Figure 5.5. Fracture densities of 27 outcrops within the Arbuckle anticline. Individual 

variable contributions to the total fracture density visually separated 
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5.10 Applying Model to Other Folds 

 

The model created in this study could possibly be used to predict fracture 

distributions within of km-scale folds because it is built upon relationships constructed 

from analysis from other folds. These relationships including spatial location within fold, 

rock brittleness, and bedding thickness have been described an analyzed in other folds 

besides the Arbuckle anticline (Stearns et al., 1972; Pireh, 2015; Watkins, 2015; Adwal, 

2014). Collecting and organizing a dataset similar to the dataset collected in this study 

could then be imputed into the model. The results from this study suggest the model can 

successfully predict fracture distribution within km-scale folds.  
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

6.1. Fracture Orientations 

Field and remote sensing measurements of the orientation and distribution of 

fractures reveal a number of important results: 

1. Fracture orientation and distribution within the Arbuckle anticline may 

be related to the mechanisms of folding. Conjugate fractures found within the 

Arbuckle anticline are created by the same contractional stresses which 

constructed the fold. Longitudinal fractures found within the core of the fold are 

created by the flexing of the anticline during late stages of folding. Possible 

transverse fractures are spread throughout the anticline but were not delineated 

from conjugate fracture sets in this analysis. 

2. Fracture density within the Arbuckle anticline is controlled by the 

spatial location within the fold, bedding thickness, and rock brittleness. The 

spatial location of fracture distribution within the fold has the largest influence on 

fracture density throughout the area while bedding thickness has the smallest 

influence.  

3. Remote sensing proved to play a vital role in successfully collecting 

data for this study. Fracture density mapping using outcrop photos provided a 

more efficient and accurate method of collecting fracture density data than the 

line method. Fracture lineament analysis from satellite imagery produce a 

relatable dataset to field calculated fracture measurements. Although the process 

is limited by field of view and scale of observation. 
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4. Creating a model to predict fracture sets within the Arbuckle anticline 

provided two conclusions. 1. The model allowed for qualitative analysis of 

relationships between fracture density and folds to be quantified and confirmed. 

Relatively high r2 of 0.9 suggests that the relationships used to establish the model 

are reliable. 2. This model can be used to update and predict fracture density 

calculations used in industry for volumetric calculations within fractures. 

Additional work should be done to further develop these relationships between 

fold and fractures and improve the accuracy of the model. 
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